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FOREWORD

This report is the written record of a study which was
made late in the winter of 1949-50 at the request of Central
vortgage and Housing Corporation. The results of the study were
communicated orally to the ｾ ｯ ｲ ｰ ｯ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ as soon as they were avail
able. It has been felt desirable to prepare this written record
in view of the interesting information which was obtained and of
the increasing importance of the problem of condensation in the
newer houses of Canada.

Attention rn&y be drawn to the very high relative humi
dities which were found in the house which was examined. These
demonstrate clearly the profound influence upon house performance
of the type and number of the tenants concerned. If this report
does nothing else, it shows vividly the impossibility of obtaining
accurate results from any survey of occupied houses unless full
consideration is given to the influence of those living in the
houses which are studied.

The report is a small example of a record of the type
of operational research which the Division of Building Research
has long looked forward to carrying out in conjunction with
Central Mortgage and Housing Corporation. It represents a further
step towards a full and complete' study of the problem of conden
sation. The report was prepared by Mr. A. Grant Wilson who
carried out the field observations with the assistance of Mr. D.
H. Marsland (C.M.H.C.) and Messrs. Gibbons and Ritchie of this
Division.

Robert F. Legget,
Director,

Division of Building Research.



INVESTIGATION OF SURFACE CONDENSATION IN A CMIlC HOUSE IN HULL

by

A. G. Wilson

This investigation of surface condensation was prompted
by complaints received at the local CMHC office in Hull from the
tenants of a ｉｴｾｳｴｯｲ･ｹＬ ｢｡ｳ･ｭ･ｮｴｬ･ｳｳｾ Type H-12 house, ｾ ｬ ｴ ｨ ｯ ｵ ｧ ｨ
the case appeared to be an isolated one, it was considered ad=
visable to make a study of the contributory factors, in ｶ ｩ ･ ｾ of
the seriousness of c ondens a t Lcn problems expe r-Lerice d in similar
houses on the prairies (see DBR R=16). Furthermore, the
surface condensation problem, in the west had occurred in houses
insulated with Type 1 Alfol while this complaint involved a house
insulated with 2-inch rock wool batts. Failure of the bathroom
f100r and a section of drain pipe had occurred. Damp crawl space
conditions were suspected as being at least pautially responsible
and a study seemed ｷ ｡ ｲ ｲ ｾ ｮ ｴ ･ ､ Ｎ

After a preliminary examination by DBR and CMHC staff
members, humidity and temperature recording instruments were placed
in the living quarters and crawl space of ｴ ｾ ･ house, Similar
instruments were placed at the same locations in an identical
house which had experienced no surface condensation trouble"
During supplementary examinations, a section of the outside wall,
where the most severe inside surface condensation had occurred y

was removed and inspected for condensation within the wallo The
crawl space was examined and inside wall surface temperature
measurements were taken where the surface condensation was severeo

DescriEtion of the House

The house investigated is a ｬｾ］ｳｴｯｲ･ｹＬ Type H-12
basementless structure, located at 123 Montclair Blvd" Hull.

·It has 6 rooms consisting of living room, kitchen and 4 bedrooms.
The wall construction consists of asbestos-cement shingles,
bUilding paper, wood sheathing, 2- by 4=inch studding, 2-inch
rock wool batts with vapour barrier backing, and 3/8-inch plaster
board u Heat is supplied by an oil-burning space heater in the
living room and a coal=burning range in the kitchen, The windows
are double hung with storm sash and without weather stripping"
The ceilings are insulated, but the attic is not vented,
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Preliminary Examinations

The house was first examined on the afternoon of Feb. Ｓ ｾ

1950. On questioning the housewife, it was learned that the house
was ordinarily occupied by a family of eleven, but an additional
six people were being housed temporarily. There were eight
children with ages ranging from 1 to 10 years.

The housewife reported that condensation had occurred on
the outside walls to a distance of 4 feet from the floor. 'Phis
condition was reported to he most severe on the east walls of the
house where bedroom$ were located. On examination of the east ｷ ｡ ｬ ｬ ｾ

the moulding was found to be wet. The wall near the floor line felt
cold and ､ ｡ ｲ ｮ ｰ ｾ getting progressively drier further from the ｦ ｬ ｯ ｯ ｲ ｾ

and felt dry to the touch at distances over 4 feet.

All windows were provided with storm sash and appeared
tightly fitted. rhe windows were filmed with moisture and frosted
at the edges of the glass. No windows were open on the first or
second floors and it appeared that the windows were rarely openede
Icicles hung from beneath the window sills on the east exposure
(see Fig. 2). This condition was not evident in adjacent houses,

The occupants complained of water dripping from the
ceiling of the east upstairs bedroom. This ceiling was found to
be stained and damp in spots. Unfortunately, it was impossible to
examine the attic space for other evidences of condensation.

The bathroom was examined and the pipes found to be
rusting and filmed with moisture. One section of drain pipe had
been replaced after 4 months of service. The bathroom floor had
been complete ly replaced after 3 years of service" the original
floor having failed, presumably as a result of excessive moisture
caused by condensation and the usual water spillage. The crawl
space was inspected from the access door in the bathroom and the
ground appeared damp in spots. The floor was uninsulated and the
crawl space vents were tightly closed.

The atmosphere in the house seemed very humid. There was
water in the space heater pan and a large pot of liquid was boiling
on the kitchen range. The back door in the kitchen close to the
range was covered with a heavy film of moisture.

On Febe 7 the interior of the house was again examined.
The outside walls of the living room were closely examined and con
siderable surface condensation was evident on the baseboard.
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Portions of the wall behind furniture were filmed with moisture
and it was noted that most of the living room outside wall had
furniture placed adjacent to it.

Examination of Interior of East Wall

The east wall of the house was opened from the outside
on the afternoon of Feb. 9. The wall was opened at a 16cation
where severe ｩ ｮ ｾ ｩ ､ ･ surface condensation had been reported. The
asbestos-cement ｳ ｨ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｬ ･ ｾ were removed at the lower plate ｾ ･ ｶ ･ ｬ Ｌ

disclosing the building paper and sheathing. The sheathing and
paper appeared dry, although there were a few very small spots of
ice on the exterior of the sheathing. A piece of the sheathing
was removed in order to inspect the rock wool batts. The batts
were loosely stapled and the paper backing merely butted to the
lower plate. Both insulation and studding were dry. The rock
wool was pulled back to disclose the outside of ｴ ｨ ｾ plaster board.
It too was dry, although there was a stain near the plate which
might have been caused by' previous condensation. .

On questioning the occupants, it was learned that the
interior surface of the wall board' had received 4 coats of oil
ｰ ｡ ｾ ｮ ｴ since erection of the h0use.

Examination of the Crawl Space

The crawl space was examined by a DBR staff member on
the morning of Feb, 14. At the time of the examination the crawl
space vents were open, haVing been opened the ｾ ｲ ･ ｶ ｩ ｯ ｵ ｳ day by the
CMHC administrator.

The depth of excavation ｢ ｾ ｮ ･ ｡ ｴ ｨ the floor varied from 1
to 3 feet, making it possible to inspect closely only the east wall.
The floor framing ,in the vicinity of the east wall is indicated in
Fig: 1. For a distance of about 3 feet south of the beam on the
foundation wall, the wall was badly broken with no mortar between
blocks. There was evidence of repaip work in this section and
the CMHC administrator reported the possibility of the wall being
broken during sewer repair work. North of the beam the foun-
dation was sound. All blocks on the east wall were damp and filmed
with moisture in spots. The sill plate was damp and discoloured 9

and all joists and beams in contact with the wall were damp.
Large patches of mould were seen on the beam and on the first two
joists north of the beam (see Fig. 3). The 2 x 8 above the sill,
south of the beam was damp and discoloured. All the joists north



of tne beam had water droplets on the lower edges near the foun
dation wall (see ｾ ｩ ｧ Ｎ 4).

The south wall could nOt be examined ｣ ｬ ｯ ｳ ･ ｬ ｹ ｾ but
dronlets of water could be seen on some of the concrete blocks.
The sill plnte and 2 x C above were discoloured and appeared
damp. rJhi t e mcu.t d ,on s noted on the sub-T'Loor-Lng in the vic ini ty
of the south wall. The west and north fcundation wall could not
be e xarn i ne d c Lcse iy ·,,,t .........ne ar-e d d am......\.... o:......!....:.... ＮｾＮｬ .. L ...... ｾ "-ｾ -l.. to oJ' Ｇ Ｍ Ｇ ｾ •• ' Q •. , ｾ '-' i.i . c Li..::J.

The earth in the crawl ｳ ｾ ｡ ｣ ･ was iamp but no free water
ｖ Ａ ｡ ｾ noted.

Observed Data

Hygrothermographs and hygrographs were used to obtain
records of tempers. t ur-e and hum.l d i ty for a ｯｮ･ＭｾＧｪ･･ｫ period in t he
house under test and in an identical house (control house) ex
perienc ing no condensa t f.on trouble. For the mos t par-t. the ｨ ｹ ｧ ｲ ｯ ｾ

ｧ ｲ ｡ ｰ ｾ ｳ were left in the crawl spaces while the ｾ ｬ ｹ ｧ ｲ ｯ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ ｭ ｯ ｧ ｲ ｡ ｰ ｨ ｳ

were use d to 0 bta i n t.ernpe r-a ture and humi:ii ty re cor-d s a t the
JO-inch and O-inch level in the living rooms and south-east
ground floor b e dr-o oms . Lor one day the hygrothermographs were
located in the crawl space and the hygrogra?hs located at the
6-inch level in the livinj rooms. The ｲ ｢ ｾ ｬ ｟ ｴ ｳ heve been plotted
in Fig. 5. Unfortunately) the hygrothermograph in the control
house lost its calibration in transit to the site and its readings
have teen omitted. ｾ ｯ ｭ ｰ ｡ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｶ ･ readirtgs obtained with the hygro
graphs have ｢ ･ ｾ ｮ ｳ ｨ Ｐ ｷ ｮ ｾ th6se readings obtained in ｴ ｨ ｾ control
house having been ｾ Ｘ ｓ gnatcd as such.

. .

On the mor-n l ng o r Feb .14Jl wall surface temperature
measurements were taken on the inside surface of the exterior wall
in the;south-east ground floor bedroom. These readings were ob
ｾ ｡ ｩ ｮ ･ ､ with an Alnor portable pyrometer ｨ ｡ ｶ ｩ ｮ ｾ an ｡ ｣ ｣ ｵ ｲ ｡ ｣ ｹ ｾ accord
ｾ ｮ ｧ to the manufacturers, of JOF. These reaUirgs Ｓ ｾ ､ the locations
at which they were taken arc shown in Fig. Ｖ ｾ ｾ ｴ the time the
re a d Lr.g s were OC t.a i ne d , ｯｮｬｾ［｣ 9. fo'J'! spot s of mol s t ur-e were not ed on
the wa TI and baseboard. One of 'Gb3 inside windows "'as open and
considerable i'r-o s t had a cc ur.u.l a t e d on the ｛ ［ ｬ ｡ ｾ ｳ of' the start': s a s h ,

Discussion of Results

The psychrometric nrincinles governin[ condensation are
treated at length in many texts. ,. suf'f'Lc e e 1"1,"':: ｾＬ｣ ,s£':! that the
anpearance of condensation on a ｷ｡ｾｬ surface can be attributed to
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one or both of two ｦ ｡ ｣ ｴ ｯ ｲ ｳ ｾ

1) High moisture content of a space,

2) Low wall surface temperatures.

In the case under consideration, the formation of con
densation probably can be attributed to both factors.

1) High Moisture Content

The high moisture content of the living space is
indicated graphically in Fig. 5. It is noted that at the 30-inch
level in the living room the relative humidity rose to a maximum
of 57 per cent, with a corresponding temperature of 70°F. At
the 6-inch level the relative humidity rose to 68 per cent with
a corresponding temperature of 60°F. The conditions in the south
east ground floor bedroom were more extreme with relative humi
dities rising to 70 per cent with a corresponding temperature of
57°F. Several factors are responsible for this high moisture
content.

(1) The house is small and tightly constructed and the
walls have a high resistance to water vapour transfer.

(2) An abnormal number of people occupy the house, a
high percentage of these being children with attendant sources of
moisture from ｣ ｯ ｯ ｫ ｩ ｮ ｧ ｾ washing and bathing.

(3)' There is no basement in which to dry clothes, con
sequently some of the drying may be done in the living space.

(4) The tenants appeared to make no attempt to reduce
the moisture content of the house. In spite of the already high
humidities, water was kept in the space heater water pan.

(5) Ventilation through windows was kept at a ｭｩｮｩｭｵｭｾ

possibly because of the borderline comfort conditions produced
by the space heater.

Comparative relative humidity readings in the test and control
houses at the 6-inch level in the living room were obtained on
Feb. 10 and Feb. 11 and are shown in Fig. 5. Temperature dis
tribution in the two houses can be considered similar so that the
relative humidity ｲ ･ ｡ ､ ｾ ｮ ｧ ｳ can be used directly to compare
moisture contents. The relative humidity reading in the test house
averaged approximately 65 per cent, whereas that in the control



house averaged approximately 35 per cento Since the houses
were identica1 9 the lower moisture content in the control house
must be due entirely to different operating conditions 0 The
main factor was probably the more normal number of occupants in
the control house.

2) Low Wall Surface Temperatures

Condensation will occur on a surface when tnat surface
falls to the dew point temperature of the adjacent air-vapour
mixture 0 The inside wall surface temperature depends ｾ ｮ the
relative thermal resistances of the inside air· film and the ｲ ･ ｾ

mainder of the wal1 9 as well as· on the inside and outside tem
peratures. Under the usually assumed conditions of uniform
inside temperature 9 calculated values of the wall surface ｴ ･ ｭ ｾ

perature will be considerably higher than the calculated values
of window surface temperature (at least for the house under ｩ ｮ ｾ

vestigation) and condensation would be expected to occur on the
windows only. There are several faQtors s however i which tend t6
lower wall surface temperature on the lower portion of outside
walls below that expected from the usual calculations 0

(1) Inside temperature conditions are not uni£ormo
The quality of heat distribution in a house is dependent upon the
type of heating system and the general house layout. With the
space type heater as used in the house under investigation, ｣ ｩ ｲ ｾ

culation of the warm air to rooms other than that in which the
heater is located is by overflow onlY9 and depends on the ｴ ･ ｭ ｾ

perature difference between rooms.

Furthermore, the character of overflow heat distri
bution is such that extreme temperature gradients are set up
between floor and ceilingc Although no concurrent readings of
temperatures at the 30-inch and ,6-inch lev.els were obtained, it
can be judged from readings on consecutive days that the differences
in temperature between these levels was in the neighbourhood·of
10°F. to 15°F v in both the living room and bedroom) with outside
temperatures varying from OOF. to 25°F.

(2) With manual control of the heater. fairly large
fluctuations of inside temperature with time are likely to ｯ ｣ ｣ ｵ ｲ ｾ

These fluctuations are evident in Fig. Ｕ ｾ

(3) Furniture and other objects placed close ｴ ｯ ｾ ｯ ｵ ｴ ﾭ

side walls further affect the temperature distribution in that
they restrict the flow of warm air behind them and add some
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thermal resistance to the wall to which they are adjacento The
net effect of objects placed close to outside walls is a lowering
of wall surface temperatures in their immediate vicinity. This
was evidenced in the house under investigation, with severe con
densation occurring on living room outside wall areas behind fur
niture.

(4) The crawl spaces of basementless houses such as
that under investigation tend to be cold. With uninsulated floors
there is a relatively high heat loss through the floor, including
those regions around the baseboard and plates of exterior wallso
This is an additional factor in decreasing the inside surface tem
peratures of the lower portions of outside walls. In the house
under test, crawl space vents were kept closed so as to maintain as
high a floor temperature as possible. On the afternoon of Feb. 13
the crawl space vents were opened by the CMHC administrator and
were left open through Feb. 14. On Feb. 14 the tenants complained
of cold floors and severe wall surface condensation.

ｾ The combined effect of the foregoing factors affecting
wall surface temperatures was to cause the surface temperatures of
the ｬ ｯ ｷ ･ ｲ Ｚ Ｎ ｰ ｯ ｾ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｮ ｳ of the wall to fall, at times, below that of
inside window surface temperatures, thus making the wall areas the
condensing surfaces.

Crawl Space ,Conditions

The crawl space conditions of the house under study
have been described in the section "Examination of the Crawl
Space". The humidities encountered are shown in Fig. 5.

There was some question at the time of the ･ ｸ ｡ ｭ ｩ ｮ ｡ ｴ ｩ ｯ ｾ

as to whether moisture conditions In the crawl space were res
ponsible to some degree for the hlgh humidities and surface con
densation in the livinG space. This does not appear to be the
case.

Although insufficient data were obtaiped to prove defi=
nitely that vapour transfer was from the living space to the crawl
space rather than from the crawl space to the living space t all
evidence points in this direction. Using the data available for
midnight, Feb. :0, from Fig. 5 and assuming a temperature for the
6-inch level in the living room of 58°F., which was the temperature
24 hours previously, the conditions are as follows:
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Living Room

Dry bulb temp. 6-inch ｾ ･ ｶ ･ ｬ - 58°F.

Rel. humidityj 6-inch level - 6510

Grains of moisture per pound
of dry air 46

Crawl Space

Dry bulb tempo - 42°F.

Rel. humidity - 73%

Gr. moi sture pe r
pound of dry ｡ ｩ ｲ ｾ 29

For this case the direction of vapour transfer would
defini tely be f'r-o.n the living space to the crawl space. Using
the data available for noon, Feb. 8, the conditions in the living
space are:

Dry bulb tempo, 30-inch level - 60o p .

Rel. humidity - 43 per cent

Grain moisture per pound of dry air - 41

At the same ｴ ｩ ｭ ･ ｾ the rel. humidity in the crawl space
was 89 per cent. In order for the crawl space to contain 41
grains of moisture per pound of dry air, the crawl space ｾ ･ ｭ ｰ ｾ ｡ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･

would have to be at least 40 o p . Comparing the crawl space aDd
outside air temperatures for midnight j Peb. 10 9 viz. 42°F. and
22°F. respectively, one would expect the crawl space temperature
to be considerably lower than 40 o p . at noon Feb. 8 when the out
side ｾ ･ ｭ ｰ ･ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･ was 2°F. Again the direction of vapour transfer
appears to be from the living space to the crawl space.

ｆ ｵ ｲ ｴ ｨ ･ ｲ ｭ ｯ ｲ ･ ｾ the crawl space in the control house was
reported to be quite dry by the CMHC administrator. Fig. 5 indi
cates that the relative humidity in the crawl space was consider-'
ably lower than that in the test house. There seems ｬ ｩ ｴ ｴ ｬ ｾ reason
to believe that there would be much difference in ground moisture
conditions between the control house and the test house only 3
doors awayo

It is ;elt, therefore, that the high humidity conditions
in the living space of the house under test were largely res
ponsible for the high moisture content of the crawl space. This
high moisture content led to the formation of mould and condensation
on cold joists and foundation walls.
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Conclusions

The conditions under which this house was operated
would probably be considered abnormal. These conditions are con
sidered primarily responsible for the condensation trouble ex
perienced. The experimental data were limited by the test con
ditions and the instruments available. Conclusions from this
reports tperefore, are restricted jn scope. Each special study
such as ｴ ｨ ｩ ｳ ｾ however, adds to the general understanding of con
densation problems and on this basis ｡ ｬ ｯ ｮ ･ ｾ this type of investi
gation seems justified.

(1) Low surface ｴ ･ ｾ ｰ ･ ｲ ｡ ｴ ｵ ｲ ･ ｳ on the lower portions of
the outside walls, inherent in basementless-type houses with un
insulated floors and overflow-type space heaters, combined with
abnormally high relative humidities, were responsible for the
severe wall surface condensation noted. The critical factor in
this case was probably the hiGh moisture content of the space
resulting from tpe abnormal number of occupants.

(2) The abnormally high moisture content of the living
space appears to be for the most part responsible for the ab
normally high moisture content of the crawl space with resulting
condensation on joists and beams and formation of mould. This
high crawl space 'moisture content may have been responsible to
a degree for the failure of the bathroom floor.

Possible ｒ ･ ｭ ･ ､ ｩ ｡ ｾ Measures

1) Every effort should be made to reduce sources of moisture in
the house. To maintain a reasonable moisture content in this
house with such a high occupancy will be difficult, if not ｩ ｭ ｾ

possible. Certain sources can be removed ｨ ｯ ｷ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ ｾ with little or
no inconvenience. For example, no water should be placed in the
humidifier on the space heater and the needless boiling of water
on the kitchen stove can be eliminated.

2) Increasing the ventilation rate of the house would help to
some extent in reducing the moisture content of the living space
and should help in preventing inside surface condensati9D. More
frequent opening of windows is probably the only practical way
to increase the ventilation rate. Under certain conditions,
ｨ ｯ ｷ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ ｾ this may cause more severe condensation ｴ ｲ ｯ ｾ ｢ ｬ ･ by
lowerins wall surface temperatures still further.
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3) The addi tion of insulation to the lower porvt l on s of the wall
would increase the inside surface temperatures and would help to
alleviate the inside surface condensation. It would ｮ ｯ ｴ ｾ ｨ ｯ ｷ ･ ｶ ･ ｲ ｾ

help the crawl space conditions.

4) Ventilation of the crawl space would reduce the crawl space
moisture ｣ ｯ ｮ ｴ ･ ｮ ｴ ｾ but would result in cold floors and more severe
wall surface condensation. A combination of f+oor insulation and
crawl space ventilation, however, would ｲ ･ ､ ｵ ｣ ･ ｾ ｴ ｨ ･ moisture
content of the crawl space to a safe level while possible increas
ing floor temperatures. Any increase in floor temperatures around
outside walls would help to lessen inside surface condensation.
With insulated floors, a proper vapour barrier should be ｰｲｯｾ

vided. With or without insulated floors, a proper vapQur tarrier
in the floor construction would help reduce moisture content of
the crawl space.

5) As noted previously, there was evidence of attic condensation.
The attic should be vented according to ｲ ･ ｣ ｯ ｭ ｾ ･ ｮ ､ ･ ､ practice.
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